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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HAR LAN STONE

VERY GOOD NEWS : ::

AHPS has repossessed its library after two years
of frustrating attempts . During the opening day of our
national convention in Chicago last month, a sister of
Bob Scheuermann, our former librarian, met me at his
home in Park Ridge, Ill ., and turned over our philatelic
property . The contents include unpublished papers of
George Caldwell, a prolific writer on Swiss subjects
until his death in the late 1960's ; a complete run of
the Helvetia bulletin from 1938 to 1957 ; and extensive
listings of Swiss philatelic literature in all languages,
which half a dozen AHPS members compiled in the mid-1970's
with eventual publication in mind . As soon as Auction
Manager Bill Lucas, a nearby resident, can sort the con-
tents, AHPS will complete arrangements to ship the li-
brary to the American Philatelic Research Library at
State College, Pa., as a donation.

Ben Henson is our new representative to the American
Philatelic Society, which we belong to as Affiliate No.
52 . He replaces Vice President Dale Eggen, who has suc-
ceeded in increasing AHPS participation in APS annual
conventions and spring meetings during the past two
years . Ben made arrangements and conducted the AHPS meet-
ing at the APS STaMpsHOW in Milwaukee in August . His
address is 102 Adams St ., Burlington, VT 05401.

Rudy Schaelchli is our new awards chairman, replac-
ing Jan Donker . In this position, Rudy will maintain the
supply of Swiss-produced medals we offer to exhibitions
throughout the United States that include worthy Swiss
and Liechtenstein displays, as well as publicize the
availability of these awards . His address is P .O . Box
349, Millerton, NY 12546.

Also consult the AHPS Officers' Directory for all
other names and addresses through the end of 1982.
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ITZY - BITZIES FROM THE EDITOR PRO TEM
'Well folks : AHPS Convention No . 4 is nothing but memories now.

•Where is the fifth national meeting going to be? Organizers:
please step forward -- and learn from the mistakes we made:

•A sad note : Cartoonist, artist and philatelic researcher PEN
died this late summer, after a long and painful illness that
could not be arrested, nor cured . Many years ago he dropped
his family name, or rather shortened it from Pénéveyres.
Under this name he created, and published many political car-
toons, a number of very funny phantom miniature sheets, but
most importantly several extremely worthwhile specialty cat-
alogues, such as the Special and Automobile Offices Postmarks
of Switzerland, the Seals and Vignettes of Switzerland (198)7
the Emergency	 Postmarks of Switzerland, and a series of Swiss
thematic guides . His untiring efforts will be sorely missed.

•A couple of months ago we mentioned the absolute necessity
for each collector of Switzerland stamps to own a specialized
Switzerland catalogue, and we mentioned the Zumstein and the
Helvetia products . Well : in the interim the Zumstein ones ar-
rived here, and as predicted they are up to their usual
standards of excellence . -- The Helvetia catalogue publishers de-
cided to issue no English language 1983 edition . To the same

•decision came H . L . Katcher in London who, as could be noted
in a previous month's advertisement, decided to issue only a
price change list for 1983 . Mr . Katcher's(Amateur Collector,
Ltd .) Switzerland catalogue supplement is now available for a
modest $2 .50, airmail postage included, from the publishers.
(See inner back page of September TELL for details and order
form.) Great advantage of this catalogue : it is not only in
English (following Zumstein numbers), but it enumerates some
major varieties and also lists the T overprints, with prices.

Yet another special Switzerland catalogue, just received, is
from the German catalogue makers, Michel . Their 1983 Switzer-
land "opus" has 244 pages, and its principal difference con-
sists in listing all regular, special, air and semi-postal
issues chronologically, in ONE continuous chapter (which may
initially confuse users conditioned to othercatalogues). The
prices, if compared to Zumstein, seem pretty much in

line, except for high values in sets. These are priced steeply higher.
Illustrations are black and white . All stamps also have an
"on cover" price quotation, right down to the present . --An-
other nice touch consists in the fact that Michel also lists
booklets and panes, airmail precursors, hotel stamps, rail-
way issues, telegraph stamps, coils (back to 1910), and a very
rudimentary (and for a serious collector worthless) chapter
on the Swiss pre-stamp period -- nice only for its postmark
illustrations . Liechtenstein is similarly treated ; Campione
too. A list of postal rates will please those "int o" that aspect
of collecting, and a detailed index makes locating of an item
easy even though the catalogue is entirely in German . To ar-
rive at prices in U .S . dollars one would divide quotations
given by about three . -- Published by the Schwaneberger-Ver-
lag in München, this catalogue is available in this country
for $11 .50, postpaid, from Arnold J . Cohen, POB 4, Armonk NY
10504. Expect it to arrive about two weeks after placing order.
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The Printing of the Standing Helvetia
By Mario Wiedenmeier, AHPS.

With the 100th Anniversary on April 1, 1982, of the issuance of the
Standing Helvetia, an important event is celebrated, the beginning of

a printing process in philately not used before . The printing with

etched copper plates was used for non-philatelic purposes before and
enabled larger numbers of prints to be produced than with other

methods such as lithography, which uses a stone as the carrier of the
image . This printing method was more economical and permitted a

higher information content per square area than any other printing
method available at that time.

The difficulty with the printing of the Standing Helvetia was the
wearing on the plates on one hand, but certainly the management of the

volume to be printed was the real challenge . To the delight of
today ' s stamp collectors, the plates were continually repaired or, in

other words, re-engraved . But only a limited number of the actual
printing difficulties can be appreciated today which, under the cir -
cumstances of the times, is truly an accomplishment to honor the high

skill of the craftsmen, the printer and his helper.

The chemistry of the printing ink was not as advanced as today ; there-

fore, careful attention to the ink and to the paper quality and
handling had to be given for the ink to stick properly . The paper

selected had to conform to mass production, be reasonably inexpensive
to absorb the ink and dry quickly ; therefore the paper was relatively

coarse, with little surface makeup and reasonably priced . Since air
conditioning and humidity control was part of the future, the paper

had to be conditioned for printing by sprinkling it with water . This
is necessary because the climate in Switzerland is dry compared to the
climate on the Gulf Coast where I now live . Moist paper stretches
when handled, and possible wrinkles were flattened when reams of papers
were stacked, to the degree that they were noticeable to the printer.

These then created the pre-print folds much to the delight of philate-
lists.
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Paper insufficiently moistened and then printed created the appearance
of stamps having defective images, at times to the degree of appearing

to be re-engraved . Especially when during the moistening process,
part of the paper was left dry.

The combination of paper quality, ink difficulty resulted in unsharp
images, irregular distribution of the ink and toning of the paper, or a

combination of all of the above.

Real double-prints occurred if sheet of paper was accidentally run
through the press twice resulting in two images slightly shifted due

23j
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to misregistration, thus creating a second image.

Another occurrence is the so-called "Schmitzdruck " where the paper
touches the plate accidentally before printing because of a loose

printing plate or simply carelessness . Usually the image is shifted

by several millimeters and is not formed with equal density as the

printed double-image . Regretfully I cannot show you such a sample

because I do not possess one at this time.

If the press was operated without paper, a complete print on the

back side of the next sheet occurred matching the front image precisely
as shown on the next picture, whereas partial images on the back side
usually occurred because the printing ink did not dry sufficiently

when the next sheet of print was stacked on top of each other.

All of the above information and lots more can be found in the new
book "Standing Helvetia, 1882 - 1907" by P . Guinand, G . Valko,

J . Doorenbos and M . Hertsch . It is published by Zumstein & Co . Bern.

It is really getting under one's skin, that fakery business:
In the SBZ (official monthly of the Swiss Phil . Association)
of September two new devious schemes are described and illu-
strated ; 1) (p.278) : E . Rellstab, official expert, discovered
airmail covers with fake light-red 40/90overprints, produced
by cleverly cutting the dark red overprint apart and replac-
ing its right side with an equally cut-apart light red half:
These disgusting falsifications are very excellently made:

2) (p .283) : G . Barraud reports on recently discovered in-
correct (and thus false) straightline cancellations BOUVERET
LAC, VEVEY-LAC and NYON LAC -- pieces which bring ever fan-
cier prices at auctions because the authentic ones are rare:
Thus please buy neither type of fakes without expertization.

FG
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SPACE STUFF By Edwin J . Isler, AHPS

Mr . Isler is a new member of our society, with a special in-
terest in Swiss space philately . The following remarks are
a first effort, on his part, to report on some occurrences
in that respect . He is also willing and interested in ex-
changing information with other AHPS members . (Ed .)

Space Philately collectors of Switzerland formed the "Ge-
sellschaft der Weltall- Philatelisten" (Society for Outer
Space Philately) in 1969 . In the future I shall refer to '
that group as GWP.

On March 7 - 8, 1970 the group held its first exhibition in
Zürich . It was called WERABA, for Weltraum-Briefmarken-Aus-
stellung (Outer Space Stamp Exhibition) . From covers I pos-
sess from that affair the theme seems to be related to the
U .S . Apollo series of flights . One cover features as cachet
a simulated cancel, Cape Canaveral 24 December 1968, Apollo
8 and the names of the three crew members . The other cover
has a simulated cancel, Moon Landing USA 20 July 1969, Apol-
lo 11 and also three crew members.

GWP's second WERABA was held in Luzern, May 31 through June
3, 1973 . The theme was : From Copernicus to the Conquests of
the Planets, 1473-1973 . My information on these two exhi-
bitions derives from material in my collection since I did
not attend.

My information on the third WERABA, 1976, is more direct : I
attended as a dealer, or "Stand Holder" as they called it
over there. The exhibition was held at the Hotel Spirgarten
which is about 10 miles from the main Zürich railway

station, from April 1 to 4. My wife and I attended because of my
interest in space covers and also because of our Swiss her-
itage.

Railway stations in Switzerland, by the way, are usually a-
mong the main landmarks in a town . If you get lost in a
Swiss city, just ask where the "Bahnhof" is and you can get
your directions from that . The "Bahnhof" also is a busy
place, and I think there were 16 tracks coming into the Zü-
rich station. I remember for sure that Bern had 12 tracks,
and it is smaller than Zürich . -- A tip if you ride Swiss
trains : You can set your watch by them . If your train is
scheduled to leave at 1100 (they use a 24 hour clock) better
be seated because exactly at that time you hear a click
and the doors close . 10 to 15 seconds later the train is
moving, and two minutes later it is totally out of sight.
If you miss it, don't panic ; another one will come soon:

At WERABA '76 four postal systems were represented : Switz-
erland, UN Geneva, the USA, and Russia . The USPO was a
busy place, and a treat for the Swiss because they could
buy US postage at face . The stamps they had on sale includ-
ed the state flags, Pioneer-Jupiter and Mariner 10 . The
USPS also issued a souvenir card for that show, depicting
the two stamps for the Decade of Achievement one of which
showed the Lunar Rover . The stamp was off sale at the time,
but I had a supply to put on cards to get the USES cancel.
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I also found out why Swiss cancellations are so nice : their
cancellation device at the show looked like our hand drill
presses, plus a light to show where the cancel will strike.
The machine seemed to be self-inking as I did not see any
ink pads.
In 1979, the tenth year of the GWP, an exhibition was held
in the Glattzentrum shopping center in Wallisellen, a sub-
urb of Zürich, from January 23 to February 3 . They had
a cachet, but also prepared a plain envelope with a space and
air ship stamps . The Swiss themselves prefer registered
covers to show actual postal use . They do not care for hand-
back covers, and addressed covers rate higher in exhibits
than those without an address!

If interest by readers is shown, a future article will deal
will LURABA 1981.
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LIECHTENSTEIN
LIBA '82 produced some literary "fall-out,"
as far as information on Switzerland's
little neighbor is concerned, as follows:

LIBA '82 Ausstellungskatalog (Exhibition
Catalogue of the 10th FL Stamp

Show); Quido Marxer, ed . Vaduz : 1982 . Available from
FL Philatelic Agency, 9490 Vaduz . No price indicated.

In German only, this beautifully printed and illustrated
catalogue is worth having and keeping because, in addition
to listing and briefly annotating all exhibits, it contains
a number of philatelic research pieces on Liechtenstein,
such as "Development of the Posts in FL until1850"; "Postal
Depot Markings on Stamps" ; "70 Years of FL Stamps" ; two
"Heimat"-type, neatly illustrated items ; a report on the 25
H.1916 ultramarine "mystery" stamp ; and several more.

Götz Schneider, Die Anfange der Luftpost aus Liechtenstein
(The Beginnings of Airmail from Liechtenstein .)Vaduz: LIBA
Organization Committee, 1982 . 50 p. In German. No price shown.

This slim, well produced booklet contains 51 black-white
illustrations of airmail covers mailed from the airport-less
Principality between 1924 and 1930 ; i .e . : before the count-
ry issued her own airmail stamps . The study, in particular,
deals with the (officially permitted) use of Swiss airmail
stamps out of Liechtenstein and shows examples canceled IN
the country as well as those canceled in Switzerland . All
illustrations show, however, that practically all such mail
was purely, if not blatantly philatelic in origin and de-
sign -- from collector to collector ; overfranked ; etc . Nev-
ertheless many collectors treasure such items ; and the au-
thor describes all aspects of this early period in greatest
detail, also explaining rates, reasons, and routes . He also
warns collectors from acquiring Swiss airmails canceled in
Liechtenstein, on piece ; all such pieces were unauthorized.

Felix Marxer, Liechtenstein ; What You might Like to Know,
is a concise, English language booklet (no date nor price
given), with a map and 14 illustrations, excellent for the
philatelist who wants to visit the country and see its
attractions other than stamps : On 32 pages everything from
Agriculture over ex-Army to Postage Stamps, Taxes, and Wine
is briefly sketched . Unfortunately nothing is stated as to
where this charming little publication can be bought or
ordered ; but we suggest to write to: Verkehrsbüro, 9490 Vaduz.
The Principality of Liechtenstein .ADocumentary Handbook.
Edited by Walter Kranz . Translated into English by J .A .Ni-
cholls . Vaduz : FL Press and Information Office of the FL
Government ; 1981 . 302 pages . No price given.

Exactly what it purports to be . Every angle concerning
the country is covered by an expert : history, princely fam-
ily ; education ; fables ; fauna ; flora ; political parties;
water supply ; towns and villages ; artists ; climate;
societies; and at least 50 more headings -- all in depth . The
discussion of Liechtenstein's postage stamps is very brief,
though . Extremely helpful and indispensable to researchers.

242
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BOOKMARKS BY Dale Eggen

The Swiss Philatelic Literature Research Group (SPLRG) has issued
the October, 1982, issue of its Newsletter . Details are

. . . Newsletter of the Swiss Philatelic Literature Research Group;
Vol. I, No . 3 -- October, 1982 ; 16 pages ; (Content : "Liter-
ature — The Swiss Philatelists Key to Enjoyment" - Part 3,
by Dale Eggen; "New Publications and Books" ;. "The Library of
the Philatelic Society of Los Angeles" ; "Swiss Literature
Auction Results -- Feldman Sale - 25 May 1982" ; "Recent
Auction Catalogues --To Summer 1982" ; "Swiss Items in the
Airpost Journal" ; "Swiss Content from Recent Selected Serials
-- to September 1982" ; "Recent Acquisitions of APRL - to
September 1982" ; "Odds and Ends") . Newsletter Editor : Dale
R. Eggen, P . O . Box 135, Moorestown, NJ 0 8057-0135.

A number of inquiries have been received concerning SPLRG and its
Newsletter. The Newsletter is provided gratis to all members of
the Literature Group itself. There are no provisions for sub-
scriptions . Copies of any item in Newsletters issued can be had
for 25¢ a page plus a SASE.

Membership in the Literature Group is only open to those who not
only have the interest in the Group's objectives, but the will-
ingness to make meaningful work commitments coincident with the
objectives of the Group . Commitments are taken very seriously.
Often commitments involve team efforts so meeting schedules is
very important, especially since almost all coordination must be
accomplished by mail.

Generally speaking, material in the Newsletter would not be of
to much interest to those not involved with the group . The final
results of the major endeavors the Group is undertaking will be
printed in TELL . Other items in the Newsletter which would be
of general interest will appear in the "BOOKMARKS" column in TELL.

The purpose of the Group is to promote research and the genera-
tion of literature in the field of Swiss philately . If anyone
is interested in becoming a member of the Group, some of the
specific participation opportunities are

1. Revenue generating projects via the offering of Swiss
philatelic literature to the AHPS membership in TELL.

2. Indexing of periodicals covering Swiss philately.

3. Translations of Swiss philatelic literature into English.

4. Swiss philatelic literature content of philatelic lib-
raries, identification of.

5. Preparation of specialized indexes/bibliographies in the
field of Swiss philatelic literature.

6. Bookreviews of Swiss philatelic literature or meaning-
ful supplemental material.

TELL
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7 . Swiss philatelic literature collection development of the
American Philatelic Research Library's (APRL's) collec-
tion.

Likewise, if anyone has a specific task he would like to
undertake which would be compatible with the Group objectives, special
consideration will be given.

If you are interested in joining the Group and can make a defin-
ite commitment to time and work for the coming year, please give
Dale Eggen some idea of the type of tasks in which you would like
to become involved. Depth of knowledge or degree of sophistication
in Swiss philately or its literature is not a barrier to anyone
interested in participating in the Group .

-30

THE EUROPEAN SCENE (AUCTION REPORT)- J . BARRETT

There are quite a few auction houses in England, and, with a bit

of study (and luck?) there appear 'back-of-the-book' Swiss items,
which one can obtain from time to time . The following are a few lots

which came up for auction during the past 3-4 months:

1934 Cairo UPU Congress Presentation Book- f44

1965 I .T .U . Centenary Congress Book - £28

4 Different Hotel

	

Posts, unused - £26

1913 Special

	

air label (Lugano, u.on p .c .) -£80

1935-7 airpost 40 on 90c, vermilion ovpt . - 232

unusual items, my address can be obtained from the secretary ; I ask
that you be rather specific about material (such as amount to bid,

condition required and etc .) My next report will cover a large Swiss
firm and one German house.

1945 'PAX' set (less the 3Fr) in Courvoisier folder- £55

1847-8 Geneva 5c Sperati pair, 'used'

	

- £40

Should any of our membership wish me to keep 'an eye' out for any
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erwin's mailbox
. . . .and that they will have enough residual gum etc ., to make it clear

that they were original 1922 issues and not grilled subsequent issues.

I have had unfortunate experiences of having been sold SdN 9z as 9.

Sincerely, Arthur H . Bissell Jr.

How could anyone distinguish the difference after the "grilled glue"

(as Scott call s it), was used and soaked off??? Oh well, thanks again.

Platt Davis

The denomination "grilled gum" is absolutely accurate, however, all

important editors of catalogs are designating these issues "grilled paper".

Grilling the gum was so heavily marked into the paper also, that there

are no problems to distinguish such grilling even if the stamps have

removed gum.

Hereafter the directions, how to discern the "grilled paper" from ordi-

nary or plain chalk paper . (The later not existing in Scott :)

1 - Put the stamp, picture down, on the back of your hand.

2 - Inspect the stamp on your hand by acute visual angle, best

against daylight, or against artificial side light.

Ceiling light is of no help . Changing the visual angle by

moving your hand, the result may be brought to an optimum.

Note : The grilling is nothing else but a net of deepenings, regularly

marked into the gum and paper . Due to the flat angle of light-inciden-

ce, these deepenings are producing shadows easy to detect . Naturally

some training is necessary to get acquainted with the effect . Best

training objects - 1934 Landscapes Typographed, on grilled paper only.
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MY FAVORITE
COVER

A "First Day Cover" of all Swiss Postage Due Penalties.

Regulations enacted in Switzerland provided that effective July 1,
1862, letters mailed without prepayment of postage would be subject
to a penalty. This was Switzerland's first postage due penalty, and
penalties have been in effect ever since associated with the fail-
ure to indicate proper prepayment of postage on a letter mailing.

The above cover was written on July 1, 1862, and mailed from
Cappel (Kappel) . The letter went to Wattwyl (Wattwil) where the
front circular date stamp (cds) of July 2 was applied . On the
reverse, a backstamp cds from Haag of July 2 was applied as well
as a St. Gallen - Chur, Train No . 1, cds of July 3. The notation at
top right on front seems to be an indication the letter was accepted
for receipt on July 3.

The letter's destination was Buchs and the receiver had to pay 15
centimes, as indicated by the manuscript "15" . The 15 centimes
rate comprises 10 centimes postage for a letter under 10 grams to
another destination in Switzerland beyond the local area and a 5
centimes penalty for failure to make prepayment of postage.

The date of this cover is the first date on which any mailing could
reflect a penalty for failure to make prepayment of postages A
FIRST DAY of a major principle adopted, and that has been in exist-
ence ever since.

MEMBERS  EXHIBITION SUCCESSES:

John Barrett reports from Ireland that he received a silver
medal at STAMPA '82, the Irish national show, with : Switzer-
land 1854-62 ; the Silk Threads . Congratulations.
REQUEST TO ALL MEMBERS : PLEASE REPORT YOUR SUCCESSESTOO!!!

By
Dale Eggen
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NEW SWISS ISSUES
From Information received through Ernie Kehr

November 25 was the day of issue for the last
six Swiss postage stamps of 1982.

A single value of 30 cts . denomination, and in
a striking, blue-green color, depicts another folk custom,
and will serve as an additional stamp in the definitive is-
sue of 1977 . Although the 30 cts . value at present only can
be used for a few obscure rates, the stamp was urgently
needed as a complementary rate, and for that same reason the
old 1973 Wetli issue 30 cts . remained not only on sale, but
saw several additional printings over the last few years.

The stamp shows the "Röllelibutzen" of Altstätten in the St.
Call Rhine district -- carnival-like merrymakers whose or-
igins are certain as far back as the 17th century, but likely
date from much earlier times . Originally a fertility rite for
both crops and humans, it consisted of tossing pails of water
by grotesquely attired participants . Today, these "
bell bogies", dressed especially in huge, beaded and plumed headgear,
carry syringes and delight particularly in targeting young fe-
males with their streams of water, still symbolizing hope or
desire of fertilization : Designer:S.Moser; Engraver; H.Heusser

PRO JUVENTUTE QUINTENNIAL ROSES ISSUE AND POSTAL SCALE STAMP

Every fifth year the Pro Juventute organization celebrates
its existence with an issue depicting roses . On the group's
seventieth birthday therefore another semipostal set show-
ing these roses : beautiful Portugalese ; Hugh Dickson;

Mermaid; and Madame Caroline is being sold at all post offices,
with 90% of the surtax collected going to the Pro Juventute
Foundation proper, and the rest to other worthwhile chari-
table groups . Produced by Courvoisier, the four rose stamps
again were designed by Anne Marie Trechslin (Bern) and they
pay the rates for inland printed matter (20) ; inland cards
and letters (40) ; foreign rate surface mail postcards (70);
and for letters within the European Postal Union (80).

The fifth and lowest value of the set, designed by Ernest
Witzig, after a model in the possession of the Postal Muse-
um in Bern, shows an early nineteenth century wood and brass
letter balance showing the weight both in "loth" and grams.
Total surcharge is is Fr . 1 .10 per set ; thus total cost of
a Pro Juventute set is SFr . 3 .30 . (The low value is meant
to complement various rates ; it also will be used to com-
memorate the Day of the Postage Stamp , . . and it may fore-
shadow another rate increase, maybe . (Also see PTT ad .)
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THE SWISS NAVY
Occasionally we receive a bunch of similar questions . One
such coincidence occurred recently inasmuch as three AHPS
members wanted to know, in one variation of question or
another, "whether or not there really was a Swiss Navy," or
whether such stories simply were the Swiss joke equivalent,
for that landlocked nation, as Irish, Polish, Eskimo, or
Italian, Russian, Chinese, Indian, or other "jokes . "

Well, the question has been answered in the affirmative many
times before ; but in order to wax a trifle nostalgic,it is
herewith answered indirectly by republishing an article that
appeared on pages 82 - 84 of volume X, No . 12 (1947) of the
Helvetia Society for Collectors of Switzerland Bulletin,
then under the editorship of Gustave A . von Gross . It was
authored by Albert Bartholdi and titled "Swiss Navy-" became
a Reality .

	

So here goes:

"SWISS NAVY" became a Reality.

No civilized nation is economically independent . We are
all relying upon each other for complementary supplies.
Switzerland in particular, possessing no natural resources,
is dependent upon the outside world for its necessities in
raw materials and foodstuffs . When its channels of supply
are blocked, the nation's very existence is endangered.
With the outbreak of World War One, Switzerland, for the
first time, was seriously confronted with such a situation.
Its calamity was primarily a transportation problem . But,
for the Swiss too, problems are here to be solved . In view
of the growing danger, they decided to resort to self-help
and chartered a number of sea-going freighters for the
purpose of ensuring a continued inflow of urgently needed
commodities . With the founding of the Union
Maritime Suisse, Switzerland thus became a new member in the seafaring
nations . The enterprise, then, was purely a wartime meas-
ure and of temporary nature . With the close of the first
World War the career of the Swiss fleet also came to an end.
Owing to a sharp reduction in freight rates, the organiza-
tion was forced to liquidate with a heavy loss . This ex-
perience had for its consequence that all enthusiasm for
such ventures seemed to have vanished.

True, as early as 75 years ago, a group of Swiss
merchants made attempts to transport their goods across the
seas on ships flying their own national flag, but this pri-
vilege was denied them, because of the refusal of certain
countries to accord the right of maritime traffic to in-
land nations . However, in 1921, at the Barcelona Conven-
tion, this right was granted also to landlocked countries.

In line with the development of the flourishing Swiss
navigation on the river Rhine, a group of Swiss industri-
alists started to operate small seagoing motor vessels for
coastwise service in the North Sea and the Baltic . Their
ships were flying a foreign flag -- the Dutch . In
1938, another group chartered two seagoing freighters and
conducted a service, on a purely commercial basis, under the Pa-

namanian emblem. In 1939, additional tonnage was added to
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this fleet -- the SS "Calanda" and the SS "Maloja" -- at
first also carrying the Panamanian flag . When toward the
end of 1939, war clouds began to accumulate on the
political horizon, discussions of self-help, despite the sour
after-taste of the last experiment, resumed, and as
the conflict flared up, the Swiss Government, at the instigation
of private interests, decided to charter a number of ves-
sels for the duration . For almost two years a small fleet
of Greek ships was mustered into the service to carry cer-
eals from Argentina to Marseilles and Genoa for destination
to Switzerland . The first of this group was the SS "Mount
Taurus ." When Greece was drawn into the war, this traffic
had to be abandoned . Under the pressure of circumstances,
the Swiss Government, in April 1941, resolved to acquire
ships of their own . On April 9, 1941, the Federal Council
decreed to create the Swiss Merchant Marine and to intro-
duce the Swiss flag on Swiss-owned ships . In order to es-
tablish the required legal basis for its fleet . Prof .Robert
Haab (of Basel University), in collaboration with a few
other authorities, worked out a model maritime code for
Switzerland . For comprehensive reasons the Swiss
encountered difficulties in securing the desired ships . The belli-
gerent countries were not inclined to dispose any of their
ships and the neutrals, too, were hesitant in relinquishing
any of theirs . Nevertheless, as a result of untiring ef-
forts, it was possible to assemble a small fleet composed
of eleven units, as follows:

SS "St . Gotthard"	 8339 tons
SS " Eiger "	 8137 "
SS "Saentis "	 6690 "
SS "Chasseral "	 7600 "
SS "St . Cergue"	 7600 "
SS "Calanda"	 7470 "
SS "Maloja" (sunk)	 2640 "
SS "Albula" (sunk)	 2030 "
SS "Lugano"	 9300 "
SS "Generoso " (sunk)	 1928 "
SS "Zurich"	 1928 "

The SS "St . Gotthard" which sailed from Genoa, in June
1941, was the first ship to sail the seas flying the Swiss
flag under Swiss maritime rights . In compliance with in-
ternational law, requiring that every maritime nation must
have its own home port, the Swiss designated the city of
Basel as their home port of registration.

In addition to the above mentioned vessels, three other
ships sailed the seas flying the Swiss flag. It was the
Red Cross fleet, consisting of the three small steamers:

SS "Caritas I"
SS "Caritas II" and
SS "Henri Dunant"

These three ships, operated for the organization of Red
Cross Transports under the able management of Dr . Z .Froeh-
lich, after V-J Day, were returned to their former owners.

When the Swiss people were able to live through the war
years without enduring extreme hardships, it was largely
due to the role which their merchant marine played and to
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the excellent service rendered by those entrusted with its
administration . Thanks to the efficient organization in
Switzerland and to the able Swiss representatives abroad,
the Swiss merchant marine, during the second World War, was
a success . A few words of special commendation are due our
consular officers in America and the shipping firm of Roh-
ner, Gehrig & Co ., New York, who acted as the Swiss govern-
ment's official traffic agents in America.

At the end of World War Two, the question arose for the
Swiss : What shall be the future fate of their merchant mar-
ine? It is a subject which deserves earnest public atten-
tion . Fortunately, the same farsightedness seems to exist
now, as was manifested at the beginning of the war . It is
realized that the cultivation of direct contacts with over-
seas markets is of vital importance . The Federal War Trans-
port Department is exerting all its efforts to prevent an
interruption of this service. The valuable experiences
gained and the good results achieved are accepted as a guid-
ance for the future course . It is to be expected, therefor,
that Switzerland will not abandon its ships, but rather keep
on developing its merchant marine . The Swiss fleet of the
future, in conformity with Switzerland's passive foreign
policy, will not have the character of a political organiz-
ation, but will assume the nature of a private enterprise
and engage in open competition with other shipping concerns.

In times of peace, their ships will perform the mission
of expressing the right and the will of the Swiss people to
exchange their products of labor and skill for their neces-
sities of life, in every part of the world . The maintenance
of a small fleet will also have the more remote aim of be-
ing prepared for future emergencies, when, in this unstable
world, its ships should again be called upon to be Switz-
erland's salvation. Just as the Swiss people are determin-
ed to hold on to their institutions of defense, so they are
resolved to preserve their means of supply.
National supply is as important as national defense:

Albert Bartholdi.

(Postscript by the editor pro tem : The above 1947 article
has been reproduced exactly as it was published 35 years
ago -- with the exception of obvious typos plus one more
accurate identification.

Although this article does not mention any postal regula-
tions, or mail known from any of these ships, it should be
observed that these ships were afforded the same rights as
.any others in regard to "paquebot" marks and exchange of
mail at any port of call . Very little exists, however, in
the way of literature on this postal aspect of the Swiss
Navy ; but perhaps some reader of TELL might be prompted to
search his/her collection, write a short article and pre-
sent the results, plus illustrations, to TELL.

Likewise, someone among this paper's readership may know
the sequel to the above story ; to wit : what happened to the
Swiss Navy (or better : Merchant Marine) since 1947-48?
Any contribution in this vein also will be happily received .)
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President's Convention Report
Stiff competition among exhibitors, a variety of

interesting talks, and a tasty "Swiss" brunch were the
chief ingredients for a highly successful 4th national
convention for AHPS during CHICAGOPEX on Oct . 22-24.

During the judges' critique of the exhibits, Chair-
man Bud Hennig said he had "never seen so much fine
Swiss material outside of international competitions ."
The judges' decisions regarding the 11 exhibits from AHPS
members appear elsewhere in Tell . Chuck Lablonde (Mass .)
editor of the AHPS Postal History Group's newsletter,
served as an apprentice judge.

A total of 26 Helvetians signed in at the AHPS
stand, including four who became new members . Of these,
19 attended the society meeting, which featured four
speakers . Acting Editor Felix Ganz (Ill .) showed Fournier
reproductions of early Swiss cantonal and federal stamps
and postmarks . President Harlan Stone (N .J .) described
six "cito" covers . Ed Walton (Canada) showed slides of
Strubel stamps and covers . Past President bobZeigler
(Ind .) gave guidelines for collecting Standing Helvetia
plate flaws and retouches.

un the final day, Felix Ganz and his wife Cheryl
hosted brunch for all Helvetians in their high-rise
Chicago apartment overlooking Lake Michigan . A total of
14 members and spouses enjoyed Swiss wine, three kinds
of quiche, sausage, fruit, and pastry.

From the show, AHPS mailed every member a special
cacheted CHICAGOPEX envelope commemorating the St . Gott-
hard Railway centennial . For this cover, Cheryl Ganz
created a special AHPS convention handstamp in the out-
line of the Sitting Helvetia design, which is also 100
years old this year.

The AHPS Boston Chapter, which has agreed to host
the next convention at the Boston Philatelic Show next
October, will have to aim high to surpass the program
arranged by Felix with help from Cheryl and Bill Lucas
(Ill .), mail auction manager.

This account of CHICAGOPEX would not be complete
without the story of how Ed Walton paid one of the show
dealers only 70 cents for a Swiss stamp worth more than
$400. When Ed pulled out his magnifying glass to look
more closely at the nice postmark on a 30e . Standing
Helvetia (Zumstein 68E), he spied, lurking behind the
CDS, the famous "Helvetta" variety .

Harlan Stone.
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The Fourth AHPS Convention
Upwards of twenty members, many with their spouses, showed
up, or rather signed in at the AHPS host table, during "AHPS
at Chicagopex" Fourth National Meeting . Several others are
rumored to have been seen ; but these ghosts never wanted to
sign up, it seems : Twenty-five people, including several
guests and visitors, attended the special Saturday afternoon
meeting chaired by our outgoing president, Harlan Stone.
After a brief business session, those at the meeting heard
and saw brief talks or demonstrations on a variety of Swiss
philatelic subjects by Bob Zeigler ("How to Spot Retouches
and Varieties," notably so on the Standing Helvetia) ; Ed
Walton ("Strubel Details," with large blow-up slides of mag-
nificent pieces -- these slides may become part of a new
AHPS slide show) ; Harlan Stone ("A Sextet of Swiss CITO cov-
ers of the 18th and 19th Century") ; Felix Ganz ("Swiss
Fakes," as preserved and recorded, AND MARKED, by the Union
Timbrologique de Genève on eight album pages with 135
examples from famous forger or 'facsimile maker'Fournier, plus
recorded strikes -- about 100 -- of his fake cancellations);
and Charles LaBlonde ("A few Quick Remarks on Earliest
Geneva Mail").

Although the Chicagopex '82 grand award and the three re-
serve grands went to two Ireland (the EIRE ASSOCIATION also
met at Chicagopex), one US Columbians and a Greek Hermes
Heads collections, Bernard Hennig, chairman of the judges
(and of a jury which had to take quite a bit of flak as well
as persevering questioning from several puzzled exhibitors)
paid the Swiss exhibits as a whole a big compliment and ex-
pressed the hope to see many more at future APS "nationals ."

At the banquet on Saturday evening the Swiss table was sort
of quiet -- perhaps because several attendees had exhausted
themselves talking and gobbling up huge slabs of ribs at a
nearby specialty restaurant the night before (?)-- but en-
ergy revived, judging from the amounts of food and bever-
ages consumed at an early brunch, on Sunday, at this re-
porter's (and wife's) apartment . Thanks, Cheryl:

At the host table, hundreds of ungummed Standing Helvetia
"retouch markers" were pasted into place by devoted members
(thanks, friends), "canceled" by the AHPS convention emblem,
covers stuffed and mailed out . (Those for Chicago proper
were delivered as early as Sunday evening :) NOTE : a few re-
placement covers are available from the editor pro tem in
case that your souvenir cover might have been mangled in
transit -- in such cases please send the mangled or other-
wise damaged cover in, together with your request : SOON.

October TELL copies had arrived just in time (thanks, pub-
lisher Dave Durham) and were given out by the dozen to in-
terested parties . So were applications to join as well as
AHPS Postal History and Philatelic Literature Study Group
Newsletters . (Members who read this, please note : You too
can join these two study groups .) Several new AHPS members
were recruited on the spot, and none of the hastily xeroxed
AHPS application form fronts remained on Sunday evening.
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The weather was perfect ; Chicagopex attendance exceeded
2000 by quite a bit (official show covers sold out com-
pletely) ; the CPS host suite was often crowded by boozers
and/or yakkers ; among the literature competition entries
could be admired d'Aujourd'hui's new book on Strubels (Ed
Walton translated it entirely into English already ; see a
special note in the editor pro tem's Itzy-Bitzies) . By the
way : that book received a high vermeil medal . Even dealers
who had in most instances a steady stream of visitors were
rather pleased with their aspect of the show as a whole.

Several AHPS members found fantastic bargains at the bourse
-- the biggest one an unrecognized (by the dealer) Standing
Helvetia HELVETTA plate variety in choice condition for
something like 85 cents (which certainly paid for that mem-
ber's airplane trip to the show :).

The choicest AHPS auction lots also were on display upon
request (and are there ever some beauties in the next two
auctions); and the announcement that the AHPS Library at last
had been retrieved from the home of our vanished ex-libra-
rian, following a four-hour visit to a Chicago suburb by
our president on Friday, brought cheers (and 2 sore backs).

Our president (congratulations, Harlan) also took permanent
possession of the AHPS "Wanderpreis" (it won't "
wander" anymore now) by being declared top winner among all Swiss ex-
hibits at a national convention (and with a totally
different collection) for the third time in a row . Comment : he now
will have to furnish the new president's trophy and cannot
compete for it at least once:

The Awards
The awards, in order of success, special awards, displays'
titles and numbers of frames, and exhibitor's names, were
as follows:

CPS gold, AHPS gold and Wanderpreis : Switzerland's Fed-
eral Stamps, 1850- 81 (loose and oncover); seven
frames : Harlan F . Stone;

CPS gold, AHPS gold (and if there had beenone, Novice
Award) : Switzerland ; the Standing Helvetia Issue,
mint varieties and on cover ; 8 frames: Dr.R.Soderberg;

CPS vermeil, AHPS silver : Pre-Confederation Switzerland
to 1848 ; seven frames : P . Felix Ganz;

CPS vermeil, AHPS bronze, and SPA Research Award : Cen-
sored Mail from Switzerland, World War II ; 5 frames:
Edmund C . Walton;

CPS silver, AHPS certificate of honorsSwitzerland: The
Sitting Helvetia Imperforate, 1854-62 . Three frames:
Edmund C . Walton;

CPS silver, AHPS certificate of honor : Switzerland Stru-
bel Issue ; 2 frames : William R. Lucas;

CPS silver : Swiss Stamp Booklets, 1904-82 ; six frames:
Howard A . Bauman;

CPS silver-bronze : Switzerland Pro Juventute,1912 - 62;
four frames : Bruce Marsden;

CPS silver bronze ; American Topical Asso. Medal for best
topical exhibit : The St .Gotthard Railway of Switzer-
land,1882 - 1982 . Seven frames : P. Felix Ganz;
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CPS bronze : Printing Varieties of Standing Helvetia, used;
five frames : Bob Zeigler;

CPS bronze : The Vaduz Castle of Liechtenstein ; 2 frames:
Rudy Schaelchli.

Unfortunately, one exhibit had to be withdrawn at the last
minute because its owner now is slowly convalescing from a
serious and rather suddenly needed operation.

It is also nice to report that the various mates of members
(female and male) pro- or confessed to having had at least
an unboring time -- and thus what should be called a suc-
cessful convention and show came to a close when on Sunday
afternoon the whole works were dismantled in little over
one hour : Thank you all who helped it make that way.

Known to have attended (by having signed in) were the
following, from ten US states and Canada : R .H .Barton ; H.
Bauman; Ann A . Brown ; Mark M. Cassidy ; Joseph G . Dreve ; Wayne
Fitzgibbons ; Felix Ganz ; Vern Gideon ; Barbara Gill ; M . B.
Krebs ; Charles LaBlonde ; William R. Lucas ; Marilyn Meyer;
Henry C . Morf ; R .B . Reiling ; Ralph B . Soderberg ; Hans
Stroessler ; Harlan F . Stone ; Frank W . Trebacz ; Rudolf Wal-
dukat ; Edmund C . Walton ; Robert Zeigler .

F .Ganz

Splinters
Mrs . Soderberg, losing a precious earring on the way to

Chicagopex (next time wait with eating until you get there)
turning back and finding the piece under a car parked in
the spot they occupied while at en-route dinner . WHEW::

Howard Bauman, trying to "learn by osmosis", by sitting
next to other Helvetian who were "sharpshooting" dealers;

Charles LaBlonde, getting his feet initially wet while
learning to be an apprentice judge, but fielding questions
very well;

The unnamed AHPS member wife who paid for purchases of
her philatelist husband with her checkbook, willingly, and
with a smile saying : much rather this home hobby than others;

The public, eagerly grabbing the leftovers from the
Zumstein-donated Standing Helvetia retouch markers, from a
box clearly marked "Free Fakes";

Chief judge Bud Hennig, as an off-the-cuff comment
following a question by novice (???) exhibitor Ralph Soderberg
on how to improve his gold-medal collections " . . .and how do
you propose to top this?";

The various "sharpshooters" comparing, after having ac-
complished their respective "missions," their big finds and
bargain basement acquisitions with one another, in a mix-
ture of pleasure and greed;

The lady who came to the AHPS table and asking, in good
faith': What does one DO at a stamp show?

The astonishment of one member (who happens to be high
up in city government in another city) on the absolutely
rotten condition of Chicago's North Wells Street sidewalks;

The gentle nudging, and then loud complaining, over the
show cancellation's (by the way: designed by Cheryl Ganz) af-
fixing quality of the USPS station's personnel ; etc .
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SWISSC.O.D. MAIL
by Max Schio

(President of the Swiss Postal Stationery Society.
Reprinted by kind permission of the author from Der Ganzsachen-

sammler, No . 39 ((June, 1982)). Translated by Felix Ganz .)

Once one has stopped collecting stamps in the standard way,
one asks oneself in which way one might continue collecting
in order Lo retain interest, but at the same time produce a
collection that is attractive and different . My following
observations might help one or another reader of these lines
in the way of suggestions . What I am about to write about
is not yet in any way a complete collection (or exhibit ).

C .O .D . (Cash on Delivery ; in German "Nachnahmesendungen" )
mail already was permitted in Switzerland by a few canton-
al postal administrations, i .e . : before 1848/50 . But such
entires are quite difficult to locate today . Figure 1 il-
lustrates such an early item in the form of a letter from
Einsiedeln (SZ) to Entlebuch (LU), mailed in 1839 . The (red)
number "128, in the middle of the folded entire represents
the amount, in Kreuzer currency, of the 3 Franken and 2
Batzen requested by the sender to be collected from the re-
cipient . In addition to that sum had to be added 12 plus 6

Kreuzer regular postage and collection fee . (Those figures
in brown .) The original letter contained a certificate of
citizenship (Heimatschein).

Instructions for the postal treatment of COD items by the
various cantonal postal administrations I have not yet been
able to locate . But for the period of 1849- 1862 details
are listed in Josua Bühler's Classic Switzerland -- What
Does not Appear in the Catalogues . " And in Ernest Bonjour,
History of the Federal Posts.1849- 1949, the following is
found, and cited here:
COD mail ist. a postal classification by which a certain
amount of money is collected, with the postal

item handed over to the recipient only upon payment of the respec-
tive amount . COD mail is acceptable, on the whole, by
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way of a letter, postal card, plain printed
matter, merchandise sample or parcel with or without declaration
of value, but not on court papers, mailings of loaned
books or periodicals, newspaper or periodical subscrip-
tions, printed matter without address (mass mailings),
and documents from forced property recovery offices.

COD service already existed with several cantonal post-
al administrations ; but the federal laws concerning
federal postal exclusiveness and/or postal taxes, both
of 1849, do not mention such a service . But on August
14, 1849 the Federal Council passed a decree "On COD
Mail in the Postal Service" which was amended on Sep-
tember 17 of the same yearby a "Decision on COD Mail-
ings Concerning Smaller Sums ."

According to this decree CODs by letter mail were ad-
missible only up to an amount of SFr . 20 . Only indir-
ectly may one construe that COD parcels could carry a
higher amount to be collected . And only the regulati-
ons of September 17 decreed that parcel CODs could not
exceed SFr . 200.

The fee for a COD mailing consisted of the basic, ap-
plicable letter or parcel fee, a collection fee and a
special fee of 5 cts . for a certification of posting.
The COD fees were subject to frequent change over the
years . The certificate of posting was eliminated after
a time ; but the basic letter or parcel fees remained
in effect unchanged for a long period of time.

The postal rate law of 1851 (August 25) contained only
a short paragraph dealing with COD mail, as follows:
"The Federal Council is empowered to issue the neces-
sary decrees permitting COD on classes of mail up to
a certain amount ."

In spite of these laws and decrees only a very limited
COD service seems to have existed until 1860, and of-
ficial decrees between 1849 and 1859 contain no details
or executive orders of any kind.

Before Swiss postal stationery was issued, COD mail, ac-
cording to the above paragraphs, was quite infrequent.
But it did exist as Fig.
2 undeniablyproves. The
mailing of 1851 bears a
2½ Ortspost stamp, the
rate for printed matter
within the first rayon
(or distance) up to two
loth (= 1 oz .) plus the
collection fee of 5 cts.
paid by a Rayon I stamp.
It traveled

from St.Gallen to Balgach. At that
time St .Gallen still
used Gulden and Kreuzers
(fl., btz., or xr ) .
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new definitives'

	

„
candid "publicity!

Maybe "candid" is not quite the proper term
for what is to follow ; but -- in brief -- the
first segment of the PTT's "middle values"
issue of last August, called "Signs of the
Zodiac" (and so far not commented on nor de-
scribed in TELL) has created a lot of criti-
cism, less than flattering witticisms,and
religious attacks.

The worst of these came from a clergyman in
Switzerland, and his thundering sermon that
the issue should be withdrawn immediately be-
cause of its heathen, pagan, god-insulting
Zodiac representations made page one stories
in philatelic journals around the world and
in the daily press (even though his own par-
ishioners admitted to signing the withdrawal
initiative forms launched, and seeking 30,000
signatures, only to please their preacher),!

But most reactions so far have dealt with an
enormous puzzlement at WHY the Zodiac signs
were there in the first place since they do
not have anything to do with the landscapes
or scenes also represented on the otherwise
quite pretty, well executed, multi-colored
and excellently printed set.

Gaudenz Müller, in the BernerBriefmarken-
zeitung 9/82, under the heading of "Led by
the Nose," writes as follows: "one really
feels "led" if one compares the official in-
formation on this issue, published in Novem-
ber 1981, with the now issued actual stamps.

"Originally it was stated that the new de-
finitives (replacing the series of middle
values called "Architecture and Crafts") had
been dedicated to the signs of the Zodiac,
and this writer as a result commented in the
daily and philatelic press that this theme
seemed to be totally inappropriate . Of course
at that time no one had seen the designs . ..
published only a few weeks before the stamps
were issued.

"Looking now at the end result of what was
advertised as "Zodiac Designs" (and the PTT
still adheres to that designation) one must
note at once that the symbols are of purely
secondary importance	 Why the set thus is
referred to as "Zodiac Issue" simply causes
bewilderment . The dominant motives are views
while the Zodiac designs merely sort of fill
the least filled space of each stamp.
' "Let it be said that the new issue has its
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good points . It is freer, friendlier and of more publicity
value for our country than the very stern graphic abstrac-
tions of the previous set . In a way it continues the Wetli
landscapes of 1973/75, but in a different vein, and multi-
colored at that.

"Totally contrived, however, seem the PTT observations that
Zodiac signs and depicted landscapes have things in common.
. . . . In the official descriptions the secondary motif is el-
evated to prime importance ('astrology has seen a new rise
in importance of late', says the PTT communiqué) and compar-
isons are made which simply do not stand up . . . .Or can some-
one please tell me what the fishes (1 .10) are doing in the
deeply snow covered village of Nax (VS) which does not even
have a stream? Or the bare trees in front of the Basel ca-
thedral being equated to 'taurus" and his power symbol as-
sociated with May?

"I can't help but feel that someone is trying to push hard
the non-existing synthesis of landscapes and Zodiacsigns; but
even so one could have named the issue "Landscapes and Zodi-
ac" and not the opposite:

" . . .And what will happen if postage rate changes necessi-
tate the issuing of additional values? One predicts changes
within two years . . .but perhaps one could then use the signs
from the Chinese year cycles because, afterall, 'astrology
has seen such an enormous upswing over the last few years .'"

Above you see, once more, the actual products . On the previ-
ous page a Swiss cartoonist/stamp dealer (who wishes to re-
main anonymous) has tried to bring the two represented the-
matic ideas into closer contact ; and we leave it up to our
readership if he has succeeded in putting Mr . Müller's doubts
to rest : : The following comments (abridged) also were sent:

"1 .00 ; BERN : After a boozy New Year's Eve people on their
way home may have the chance of meeting Neptune himself under
the Nydegg bridge . He is watching the bears in the famous
pit nearby lest they might relieve themselves into the river.

"1 .10 ; NAX : When the Ice Saints reign, Nax, the drowsy ham-
let a few miles north of the Matterhorn, can offer a very
neat attraction : in the clear moonlight the trout ballet ce-
lebrates the closed season in the silvery lake, to the spher-
ic strains of the "trout quintet ."
"1 .20 ; GRAUSTOCK : Fortunate people, not caring to climb that

peak's summit on Good Friday Eve, may meet the majestic king
of all Alpine sheep grazing in the middle of a fresh green
pasture dotted with the nicest spring flowers just shooting
through the last snows, proudly displaying his antlers of gold.

"1 .50 ; BASEL : The fertile father of Swiss cheese and choco-
late apparently escaped from the city zoo and now enjoys the
profound silence behind the cathedral while "Fasnacht" rages.

"1 .60 : APPENZELL ; Siamese twins have joined the many child-
ren in this town or canton known for international orphans'
villages, to listen to the natural yodel of the natives.	 FG
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Swiss Primer
FOR STAMP COLLECTORS AND PHILATELISTS

No questions have been submitted yet by members ; but we are
still living off a letter submitted in June or so . Here goes:

G: NAMES AND TYPES OF ISSUES-

	

FG

CANTONALS : Name given to the stamps issued by individual
cantons for mail WITHIN their respectiveterritories. They
were Zürich (4 and 6 Rappen) in 1843, Genève (Double and
single eagles, 5 and 10 cts ., and a stamped envelope) in
1843 ; and Basel (only for use in Basel-STADT halfcanton)
(Basel Dove, 2½ Rp .) in 1845 . -- From 1849-50, when the
federal posts gradually took over, these cantonal, but
not truly "local" stamps could be used, by themselves or
mixed with the federal stamps, for franking mail for the
entire country of Switzerland .--All these issues are rare.

RAYONS : The imperforate stamps on which no country name ap-
pears, but which all feature the Swiss cross, white on a
red background . This issue was valid not only within the
country, but according to various postal contracts with
different countries, also to foreign destinations . The
name "Rayon" derives from the postal rates then in use.
Ortspost/Poste Locale (2½ Rp . or Cts.) paid the local
"rayon" rate ; 5 Rp . that of the first distance (there are
two different Rayon I stamps in existence : the one on a
dark blue and the later one on white paper) ; 10 Rp. yel-
low that of the second distance ; and 15 Rp, or Cts . the
more distant places . Condition in this issue is very,
very important, and thins, copies cut into, heavily can-
celed pieces, and even falsifications abound . This issue
should be checked by someone who knows, before buying.
Regumming of unused or uncanceled copies is frequent, too.

STRUBELS: Officially known as Seated Helvetia Imperforate,
this issue was in use from 1854 to 1862/63 . People without
dignity called this issue also "Tätschgrind", or flathead:
These stamps do not feature the country's name,either; but
instead the value inscription are found in the three offi-
cial languages : German, French, and Italian . These stamps
were printed on paper with a horizontal silkthread for each
row ; and the silk threads' colors were changed several
times in the course of the validity of this issue (which
also abounds in paper varieties . To be deluxe, a Strubel
(not Streubel, nor Struebel) stamp must possess ALL FOUR
outer frame lines and in addition to that the frame lines
must have white on their outsides, all around . Such pieces
command more than catalog prices ; but examples with fewer
than three complete frame lines command only a fraction
thereof . On Strubels cancellations changed from grids to
town cds, straightlines and PP, PD and other rate marks.
The issue comprised, in seven distinguishable printing
periods, the denominations of 2,5,10,15,20,40 cts . and l Fr.

HELVETIA, 1862-82 : This issue, the first one to bear the
Latin name of the country, HELVETIA, also is called Seated
Helvetia, perforated . Denominations of this issue, pro-
duced in raised technique and also featuring the control
mark cross in oval, are 2,3,5,10,15,20,25,30,40,50,60 ;lFr.
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